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An Introduction to 

NCDR Dashboards 
Why did ACC create a new dashboard? 

The ACC is committed to providing our clinical registry community with a modern dashboard product that is intuitive, flexible, 

and actionable. We have built in functions and features based on feedback from hospitals, health systems, and other 

dashboard users on a platform that provides NCDR the flexibility to continue its long-term strategic evolution through faster 

introduction of future enhancements. 

What is the benefit of the new dashboard? 

The new dashboard enables faster quality insights within hospitals and health systems through increased speed and enhanced 

visualization of information. There are many new features, including streamlined navigation, bookmarking your own custom 

views, and the ability to export to PowerPoint. The new NCDR Dashboard will help redefine the way our community accesses 

and responds to quality data. 

Will our current dashboard still be available? 

Yes, the current NCDR Dashboard will remain available for all participants during the transition time between dashboards. 

More information will be available in the future regarding the sunsetting of the current dashboard; you will receive significant 

advance notice. 

When will the new registry dashboards be available? 

The new NCDR Dashboards will be released in phases, and a new left navigation Dashboard folder will be introduced, like the 

Resources folder. Upon opening the Dashboard folder, the new dashboard will be labeled as "Facility (Beta)" to distinguish it 

from the previous version, with the term "Beta" signifying ongoing enhancements are still pending; we value additional 

customer feedback and testing of the product. The IMPACT Registry and eReport EMS Dashboards were released in December 

2023. All other registry and eReport products will launch the remaining new dashboards in phases this Spring. 

What training is available? 

A comprehensive training overview is available for all participants. This on-demand training focuses on the navigation and 

functionality of the new dashboard and is geared to all registries. Registry specific training will be available as future 

enhancements are released. 

Where is the training video located? 

The navigation/functionality training video is in the QII Learning Center and may be accessed through the registry homepages. 

Simply click on the tab at the left navigation bar labeled "Beta Dashboard Education.” 
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Where can I find a Companion Guide for the new dashboard? 

A new Beta Dashboard Companion Guide will be available upon release of the dashboard for each registry. The Companion 

Guide may be accessed through the Resources/Documents tab on the left navigation bar within each registry homepage. 

Will the weekly aggregation change with the new dashboard? 

No, the weekly dashboard aggregation processes will remain the same. 
 

 
The NCDR is available to answer questions between 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. Eastern Time. If you have additional questions or need 

assistance, please reach out to us via our “Contact Us” feature on our registry website. 


